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Park Hotel



Belfiore Park Hotel belongs to Consolini fa-
mily since 1995, which, over the last years, 
has completely renovated and upgraded, 
making it today the only 4 Star Superior Ho-
tel in the area of Brenzone. It is situated di-
rectly on the beach, in one of the most beau-
tiful lake position, few steps away from the 
small town Magugnano and Porto di Bren-
zone, which can be reached by walking or 
by bike through a romantic promenade by 
the lake. On the private beach, in front of 
the hotel, there is the beautiful swimming 
pool with hotub and a big gorgeous gar-
den well finished, shaded by hundred-year 
old olive trees, palms, roses, bougainville-
as and many other different kinds of plants 
and flowers. typical of the Mediterranean 

vegetation. On the ground floor, just some 
meters away from the water, there is the new 
Wellness-Floor with 4 ayurveda suites and 
the exclusive Wellness-Centre Dhara, whe-
re it is possible to relax in front of a wonder-
ful view of the lake. Our new and modern 
themed rooms and suites, as well as the 
Bar “Bar-Chet”, our hall with fireplace and 
terrace overlooking the lake and pool, and 
our restaurant “Al Vas”, offer a view of the 
beautiful Lake Garda. Everything is stylish 
and quality giving our guests a relaxed, in-
formal atmosphere. The Belfiore Park Hotel 
provides the ideal setting for people who 
want to enjoy a memorable and a relaxing 
holiday with all modern comforts.

situated directly on the beach  
in one of the most beautiful lake position

Park Hotel



POOL WITH SALT WATER AND WHIRLPOOL

POOL

At the Belfiore Park Hotel the new swimming pool is direct on the beach. 
It is divided in two parts from a wooden small bridge which take you to an 
other suspension bridge on the pool. The biggest part is deeper and ideal for 
swimming, the other one is with whirlpool.



Royal buffet from 07:15 to 11:15 with gluten-free products
  and hot and cold dishes.  

Fresh eggs cooked at the moment until 10:45!

BREAKFAST



Italy and Italians who have made history

ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE ITALIAN PRESTIGE

110 completely rebuilt rooms (2015) whose themes are about Italy and Italians 
who have written the history of our nation: Dante Alighieri, Federico Fellini, Giulio 
Cesare, Cristoforo Colombo, Carla Fracci, Luciano Pavarotti, Leonardo Da Vinci, 

Enzo Ferrari, Marco Polo, Giacomo Casanova



ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE ITALIAN PRESTIGE

GIACOMO 
CASANOVA

LEONARDO 
DA VINCI

MARCO 
POLO



CARLA
FRACCI

ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE ITALIAN PRESTIGE

FEDERICO 
FELLINI

ENZO 
FERRARI

LUCIANO
PAVAROTTI



ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE ITALIAN PRESTIGE

CRISTOFORO 
COLOMBO

GIULIO
CESARE

DANTE
ALIGHIERI



Floral themed rooms

ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE BELFIORE

12 rooms with floral theme of 18/20 m², which represent the 12 months of the 
year, each through the typical flower of the month. The rooms are in the middle 
of the building, with bathroom of 5/6 m² and nice balcony of 5/6 m² directly to 

the lake. Uncovered parking.



ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE BELFIORE

SNOWDROP
JANUARY

ORCHID 
APRIL

CHERRY BLOSSOM
MARCH

CORN POPPY
JUNE

MIMOSA
FEBRUARY

ROSE
MAY



ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE BELFIORE

LAVENDER
JULY

ASTER 
OCTOBER

CARNATION
SEPTEMBER

CAMELLIA
DECEMBER

SUNFLOWER
AUGUST

CHRYSANTHEMUM
NOVEMBER



Rooms with international, ecologic and oriental theme

ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE SUPERIOR

COMPLETELY RENOVATED IN 2014: 3 rooms with INTERNATIONAL, 
ECOLOGIC and ORIENTAL theme of 26/30 m², bathroom of 8/11 m² with 

whirlpool-bath and a big shower. Beautiful balcony of 6/10 m² facing the lake 
(extra terrace of 15 m² in International and Ecologic room).  

Reserved covered parking.



ROOMS | JUNIOR SUITE SUPERIOR

INTERNATIONAL ECOLOGIC ORIENTAL



ROOMS | SUITE PARADISE

Heaven exists and this suite seems to fly over the water. The blue is the dominant 
color of this penthouse of 45 m² with large living room, attic with bedroom, 2 
bathrooms (one of 6/7 m² with bathtub with shower and one of 4/5 m² with 
hydro-shower), 1 beautiful balcony (5/6 m²) and 2 windows, all with lake view. 
Reserved covered parking.



ROOMS | SUITE IMPERIAL

Oriental and imperial styles marry in this penthouse of 55 m², which remember 
the distant summer residence of a British prince. Large bedroom, attic with 
sitting room, 2 bathrooms (one of 11 m² with whirlpoolbath and shower and 
one of 4/5 m²), 2 beautiful balconies with wonderful view over the lake and the 
swimming pool (tot. 22 m²). Reserved covered parking.



SUITE SPA

Sound of Dhara

ROOMS | DHARA SUITE

Suite Spa Dhara, a new concept of room which  awarded the European idea 
of the year 2012. Within the 130 m² wellness center, just 10 meters from Lake 
Garda, 20 m² room with all the comforts of a 4 star Superior and outdoor private 
garden of 20 m² with Jacuzzi. Exclusive use of the Wellness Center (Olive-bio-
sauna*, lemon steam bath*,  salt water bath, warm waterfall, the Kneipp natural 
water source, tropical shower, toning bucket). 1 bathroom and 2 dressing rooms 
with shower. Private uncovered parking.
*Use for 2 hours on request



“BAR-CHET” & LOUNGE ZONE

The elegant bar with chimney is the ideal place where relax, by themselves or 
with other people, taking a drink or tasting an ice-cream. The barman will be 
happy to satisfy every request you have among a big choice of drinks, coffee 

and ice-creams



Opened in May 2011, the “Al Vas “ owes its 
name to the location in which it is located , 

formerly called with this name, that in the local 
dialect that means “valley” or “stream”. The 

same meaning has the Sanskrit name “ Dhara 

“ of the Wellness Center , characterized by a 
stream that comes from the mountain, flows 

inside till to the Garda Lake waters.
One part of the restaurant opens inside with 

large windows looking out towards the beach 

of Brenzone. Other tables instead occupy 
the terrace overlooking Lake Garda , also be 
used in the cooler months because with the 
possibility of being closed and heated by an 

elegant fireplace.

RESTAURANT AL VAS



The term Ayurveda in Sanskrit means “science of life”, while “Dhara” is a 
Sanskrit word which means flow, source, waterfall.

DHARA | WELLNESS CENTER

The Wellness Center Dhara is located 
in an idyllic spot in Brenzone sul Garda, 
within the Wellness-Floor of Belfiore 
Park Hotel****s, an entire floor directly 
on the beach dedicated to the wellness. 
It is divided into four Suites, the Junior 
Suite Garden, that, with its colors, shapes 
and materials, reflect the ayurvedical 
philosophy of the Centre. 

It’s a unique setting nestled in the green 
of an awesome garden with olive trees 
and mediterranean plants, overlooking 
a clear blue, enchanting natural pool, 
the Garda lake. 

Dhara… the energetic flow which runs 
from the Far East to our shores.
Dhara… the water source, the soul 
and dominant element of the Centre, 

gushing from the rock right in the inside, 
it expands around and flows into the 
basin of Lake Garda.
Dhara… the waterfall, the oil flow on the 
head, which characterizes one of the 
most important ayurvedic treatments, 
the Shirodhara.

Here the old culture and philosophy 
of well-being is celebrated through 

targeted and personalized treatments, 
using oriental spices, oils and Ayurvedic 
herbs and plants typical of the 
Mediterranean and the shores of Lake 
Garda.
This fusion of East and West creates a 
unique place where you feel comfortable 
and in harmony with the Nature.



Sauna Turkish bath



IWe are a beauty and wellness centre specialized  
in massages and Ayurvedic treatments

WELLNESS DHARA | TRATTAMENTI

We are a beauty and wellness centre specialized in 
massages and Ayurvedic treatments that revitalize 
and rebalance  “body, mind and emotions”.
We care about you and give you a comprehensive 
advice in strict accordance with your wishes. 

Our Wellness program of Ayurvedic philosophy is 
adapted to your constitution and your personality. 
We only use “organic products” with botanical 
ingredients, which guarantee a natural, effective 
success.



Watch the video on our website

Park Hotel

http://belfioreparkhotel.com/

